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TopicsTopics

�Fill

�Mix & Sparge

�Feed

�Sanitize

�Drain

�Store�Feed

�Water

�Flush

�Clean

�Store

�Trouble shooting

�Maintenance

�Calibration



The following presentation assumes The following presentation assumes 
that the Feedthat the Feed--RR--Meter is equipped Meter is equipped 
with the optional control system.  If with the optional control system.  If 

the control system is not being the control system is not being the control system is not being the control system is not being 
used, bypass the controller when used, bypass the controller when 
making connections and manually making connections and manually 

control input and output.control input and output.



Filling the FeedFilling the Feed--RR--MeterMeter
(3/4” Fill Attachment)(3/4” Fill Attachment)

Turn on the controller, set the valve switch to 
“Off” and the fill/feed switch to “Fill”.



Filling the FeedFilling the Feed--RR--MeterMeter
(3/4” Fill Attachment)(3/4” Fill Attachment)

Program the fill amount into the controller by 
holding the set button on row “B” and pressing 
the “Gal” (up) or “Total” (dn) buttons on row 
“A” to raise or lower the set amount until the 

desired amount is achieved.



Filling the FeedFilling the Feed--RR--MeterMeter
(3/4” Fill Attachment)(3/4” Fill Attachment)

Attach the water supply line to the inlet 
quick coupler of the flow meter assembly and 
the ¾” fill attachment hose to the outlet quick 

coupler of the flow meter assembly.  Turn on the 
water supply.water supply.
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Filling the FeedFilling the Feed--RR--MeterMeter
(3/4” Fill Attachment)(3/4” Fill Attachment)

Be sure that the Fill/Feed switch is set to “Fill” 
and the valve switch to “automatic”.  The tank 

should now be filling.  



Filling the FeedFilling the Feed--RR--MeterMeter
(3/4” Fill Attachment)(3/4” Fill Attachment)

Check to be sure that  the controller is 
counting by pushing the “Gal” button on row 
“B”.  The volume should be counting on the 

screen.  



Filling the FeedFilling the Feed--RR--MeterMeter
(3/4” Fill Attachment)(3/4” Fill Attachment)

Once the controller has 
reached the set amount the fill reached the set amount the fill 
valve will automatically shut off.



Mixing with the FeedMixing with the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

Once the tank starts to fill you are ready to MIX.  
There are two agitation systems on the Feed-R-Meter, 

Sparge and Mix.  The Sparge is a tube running the 
length of the tank just above the bottom with holes 

aimed down.  This flushes the bottom of the tank and 
minimizes solids from settling in the bottom of the minimizes solids from settling in the bottom of the 
tank which may cause contamination.  The Sparge is 

controlled by Valve #1 and will normally be shut off at 
the end of feeding to facilitate tank evacuation.
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Mixing with the FeedMixing with the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

The Mix system is a series of injectors running along 
the side of the tank that spray liquid into the tank, 

mixing the solids.  The Mixing injectors are controlled 
by the “Mix Valve” (Valve #2).  Once filling and mixing 
are complete turn off the “Mix Valve” (Valve #2). The 
sparge system will continue to circulate the milk.  You 

are now ready to Feed.are now ready to Feed.
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Feeding with the FeedFeeding with the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

Be sure that the water supply is off and that the 
pressure is relieved.  Disconnect the water 
supply line from the flow meter assembly .
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Feeding with the FeedFeeding with the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

On the controller set the valve switch to “off” 
and the fill/feed switch to “Feed”. 



Feeding with the FeedFeeding with the Feed--RR--MeterMeter
Now set the feed amount by holding the “Set” 
button on row A while pressing the “Gal” (up) 
or “Total” (dn) buttons to achieve the desired 

portion for each calf.  (Note: this portion can be 
changed anytime during the feeding process.)



Feeding with the FeedFeeding with the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

Attach the inlet quick coupler on the flow meter 
assembly to the Feed Valve (valve #4).  Attach 

outlet quick coupler on the flow meter assembly 
to the feed valve hose.
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Feeding with the FeedFeeding with the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

When you are ready to feed, the valve switch should 
be set to “Automatic” (Note:  The electric solenoid 

valve should only be on when you are filling or feeding.  
The rest of the time it should be off to avoid over 

heating and wasted electrical use.)



Feeding with the FeedFeeding with the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

To feed, simply place the nozzle in the pail and 
depress the lever on the feed nozzle. The 

system will deliver the prescribed amount of 
feed, shut off for one second, and reset itself.  
Be sure that you let go of the nozzle valve as 
soon as the controller shuts off or the nozzle soon as the controller shuts off or the nozzle 

will begin to deliver the next cycle
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Feeding with the FeedFeeding with the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

(Note:  During the feeding process, the mixing 
injectors should be off and the sparge should 

be on.  However at the end of the feeding 
process the sparge may be turned off  to 

facilitate a total drain of the tank.)
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Watering with the FeedWatering with the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

If you plan to water with the Feed-R-Meter, you 
may quick drain and flush by opening the drain 

ports located at the front or side of the Feed-R-
Meter.  As the tank is draining, follow the fill 

procedures described earlier.  Be sure that the 
lid is on and with the pump running and turn on lid is on and with the pump running and turn on 

all of the valves.  
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Watering with the FeedWatering with the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

Now set the valve switch on the controller to 
“manual” and purge the feed hose by depressing 

the lever on the feed nozzle.



Watering with the FeedWatering with the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

Once the system is flushed and all water is 
running clear, close the drain ports and let the 

tank fill.  When the desired amount of water is in 
the tank, shut off and disconnect the water 

supply and follow the feed procedure described 
earlier. If you choose, you may bypass the earlier. If you choose, you may bypass the 

controller and water manually.
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Flushing the FeedFlushing the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

To achieve a full flush of the Feed-R-Meter, 
simply follow the fill procedure described in the 
quick flush.  Once the tank starts to fill, be sure 
that the tank lid is on, the pump is running and 
turn on all four valves.  Set the Valve Switch to 
“Manual”.  This will rinse the entire  system as “Manual”.  This will rinse the entire  system as 
well as flush the inside of the tank.  Only a few 
gallons of water need to be added to achieve 

this process.



Sanitizing the FeedSanitizing the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

To sanitize the Feed-R-Meter, Quick Drain and 
follow the Flush procedure adding your cleaner 

and/or sanitizer.  This process can be used as 
many times as desired to achieve rinse, flush, many times as desired to achieve rinse, flush, 

clean and sanitize.



Draining the FeedDraining the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

The Feed-R-Meter is designed to gravity drain 
to protect it from freezing.  To drain the 

entire system follow these steps:

1) Open the drain ports located at the front or 
side of the Feed-R-Meter.

2) Disconnect all quick couplers and let the     
hoses hang.

3) If any water is remaining at either end of the 
tank and you wish to drain it, remove the 
expansion plug at that end.



Draining & Storing the FeedDraining & Storing the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

4) To protect the flow meter assembly, remove 
it by lifting it from its magnetic mounting 
plate and store it in a heated area.

5)  To protect the feed nozzle, either remove 
the blue check valve from the end of the 
nozzle and lock the valve open by placing a nozzle and lock the valve open by placing a 
wedge under the lever, or remove the 
hose assembly and store it in a heated 
area.



Calibrating the FeedCalibrating the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

The flow meter has been calibrated before delivery but 
on occasion you may wish to recalibrate.  To 
accomplish this follow these steps.

1)  Meter “ON”, Valve switch “OFF” and Fill/Feed 
switch set for “FEED”



Calibrating the FeedCalibrating the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

2)  Hold the “CAL” button on “ROW A” and using the 
“GAL” (up) and “TOT” (dn) buttons,  set the “CAL” 
to 20.

3)  Press and hold the “Gal” button on row A and be 
certain that it reads “0”.



Calibrating the FeedCalibrating the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

3)  Set the Valve Switch to “Manual”.

4)  Using the Feed Nozzle, fill a 5 Gallon (20 
Quart) container through the flow meter.



Calibrating the FeedCalibrating the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

5) The “Gal” reading on Row A is the new 
calibration number. You can use the same 
CAL number for Row B (FILL).



Calibrating the FeedCalibrating the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

6)  Set the calibration number for row A to this 
new number and redo the 5 Gal (20 quart) 
test to make sure the calibration is correct.



Troubleshooting the FeedTroubleshooting the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

Before you perform any of the following 
tests, make sure that all calibrations, 

settings and switch positions are correct.  
Also back flushing the flow meter before 

dismantling it.  This may dislodge dismantling it.  This may dislodge 
contamination that has lodged in the 

impeller causing it to stop.



Troubleshooting the FeedTroubleshooting the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

Problems:

1)  Solenoid Valve will not turn off.

(Includes meter is not counting)

2)  Solenoid Valve will not turn on.



Troubleshooting the FeedTroubleshooting the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

Problem 1- The controller will not shut off

If the controller will not shut off, the 
problem generally will be one of the 
following.

1)  The flow meter impeller is stuck1)  The flow meter impeller is stuck

2)  The flow meter sensor is bad

3)  The flow meter cabling is bad.

4)  The Solenoid Valve is bad,

5)  The calibration is incorrect

6)  The controller is bad.



Troubleshooting the FeedTroubleshooting the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

1)  Press the “Gal” button and check to be sure 
that the flow is counting on the screen 
when product is running. 

A) If volume is counting,  you can 
assume that the meter and all of its  
components are working properly.components are working properly.

a) Disconnect one of the leads from 
the Solenoid Valve and make sure 
that the valve is shutting off. If not, 
the valve is bad.

b) If the valve shuts off, there is an 
internal problem in the controller.



Troubleshooting the FeedTroubleshooting the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

B)  If volume is not counting:

a)  Disconnect the flow meter cable 
at the flow meter.  Using a jumper 
wire, intermittingly touch the two 
leads on the cable going to the leads on the cable going to the 
controller.  This simulates the action 
of the flow meter.  The screen should 
be counting.  If the system is counting 
during this test, you can assume that 
either the flow meter impeller is  
stuck or the sensor is bad.



Troubleshooting the FeedTroubleshooting the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

b)  If volume is not counting, check to 
be sure that all cabling and contacts 
are good.  If all cabling and contacts 
are good, there is most likely a 
problem in the controller.



Troubleshooting the FeedTroubleshooting the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

Problem 2- The controller will not turn on.

If the controller will not turn on, the 
problem generally will be one of the 
following.

1)  Cabling or connections are bad1)  Cabling or connections are bad

2)  Solenoid valve is bad



Troubleshooting the FeedTroubleshooting the Feed--RR--MeterMeter

1)  Turn on the Controller and set the Valve Switch to 
Manual.  You should hear a click as the valve turns on.

A)  Using a 12vdc test light or Volt meter, 
check for power at the valve. 

a)  If you have power at the valve 
then the valve is bad. then the valve is bad. 

b)  If not, check for power at the 
connector at the controller.  If you have 
power at the controller, the cabling is bad, if 
not, the controller is bad
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Thank You 


